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Abstract
We study the following problem: given a tree G and a ﬁnite set of treesH, ﬁnd a subset O of the edges of G such thatG−O does
not contain a subtree isomorphic to a tree fromH, and O has minimum cardinality. We give sharp boundaries on the tractability of
this problem: the problem is polynomial when all the trees inH have diameter at most 5, while it is NP-hard when all the trees in
H have diameter at most 6. We also show that the problem is polynomial when every tree inH has at most one vertex with degree
more than 2, while it is NP-hard when the trees inH can have two such vertices.
The polynomial-time algorithms use a variation of a known technique for solving graph problems. While the standard technique
is based on deﬁning an equivalence relation on graphs, we deﬁne a quasiorder. This new variation might be useful for giving more
efﬁcient algorithm for other graph problems.
© 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Many graph problems can be formulated as a maximum subgraph problem with respect to some graph property P:
given a graph G, ﬁnd a subgraph of G that satisﬁes P and has maximum number of edges. Such problem can also be
formulated as a deletion problem: given a graph G, ﬁnd a subset O of the edges of G such that G − O satisﬁes P and
O has minimum cardinality among all such sets.
A graph property P is hereditary if for every graph satisfying P, all its vertex-induced subgraphs also satisfy P. Any
hereditary graph property P can be characterized by the obstruction setHP of all minimal graphs that do not satisfy P:
a graph satisﬁes P if and only if it does not contain any graph fromHP as an induced subgraph.
Manymaximum subgraph problems are NP-hard (for example, MaximumClique and Longest Path). However, when
restricting the input graph, some problems become polynomial. In particular, it has been shown that for every hereditary
property P with a ﬁnite obstruction set, the corresponding maximum subgraph problem can be solved in linear time
on series–parallel graphs [16]. This result has been extended to the family of graphs with bounded treewidth and to a
larger family of properties [1,2,4–6,10,14].
Amajor problemwith the above algorithms is that the constants hidden in the time complexity can be extremely large
for some graph properties. In order to evaluate the effect of the property P on the time complexity, we shall consider
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the property P as part of the input. We will deal with hereditary properties, so deﬁne the edges deletion problem as
follows: given a graph G and an obstruction setH, ﬁnd an edge set O with minimum size such that G − O does not
contain an induced subgraph isomorphic to any graph H fromH. The edges deletion problem is NP-hard. We will
be interested in special cases of the problem that can be solved in polynomial time in the input size. We note that the
approach of making P part of the input resembles the research on ﬁxed parameter tractability (cf. [7]).
In this work we concentrate on the edge deletion problem when all the input graphs are trees. We call this problem
the tree-edges deletion problem (TEDP). Using the approach of Takamizawa et al. [16], the TEDP can be solved in
22O(k)n time, where n is the number of vertices in the graph G and k is the total number of vertices in the graphs inH.
Shamir and Tsur [15] gave a 2O(k2/ log k)n-time algorithm for TEDP.
In this paper we give sharp boundaries on the tractability of TEDP. Let l-TEDP denote the TEDP restricted to
instances in which all the trees inH have diameter at most l. We show that 5-TEDP can be solved in polynomial time
while 6-TEDP is NP-hard. Furthermore, let TEDPl denote the TEDP restricted to instances in which each tree inH
has at most l vertices with degree more than two.We show that TEDP1 can be solved in polynomial time, while TEDP2
is NP-hard.
When dealing with approximation, one can consider the maximization version of TEDP, in which the objective
function is the number of edges remaining in G − O. This problem is called the maximum subforest problem (MSP).
MSP and TEDP are equivalent when seeking an optimal solution. However, their approximability is different: while
MSP has a polynomial-time approximation scheme [15], we show that TEDP is hard to approximate within factor
c log k for some constant c. This result holds also for 6-TEDP and TEDP2.
Our approach for solving 5-TEDP and TEDP1 is based on the approach used in previous work: a dynamic program-
ming algorithm computes partial solutions for subtrees of the input graph G. A key ingredient of the algorithm is the
deﬁnition of an equivalence relation according to the obstruction setH. For each subtree G′ of G processed by the
algorithm, the algorithm ﬁnds partial solutions of G′ from each equivalence class. Consequently, the time complexity
of the algorithm depends on the number of equivalence classes. In our approach, we deﬁne a quasiorder instead of an
equivalence class, and the time complexity of our algorithm depends on the “width” of the quasiorder.While the equiv-
alence relation approach yields an exponential time algorithm to 5-TEDP (as the equivalent relation has exponential
number of equivalence classes), our approach gives a polynomial-time algorithm.
We note that we do not have a direct application for the TDEP. However, a special case of TEDP can be used as a
heuristic for solving the problemof ﬁnding themaximum interval subgraph of a bipartite graph,which has an application
in computational biology [17,18]. This special case of TEDP is whenH is ﬁxed and consists of theminimum tree which
is not an interval graph (this tree consists of a center vertex from which three paths of length 2 start). Our techniques
can be used to obtain a linear time algorithm for this special case of TEDP, which is more efﬁcient than previous linear
time algorithms for the problem.
Finally, note that the edge deletion problem is a generalization of the subgraph isomorphism problem: given two
graphs G and H, decide whether there is a subgraph of G that is isomorphic to H. The subgraph isomorphism problem
is clearly NP-hard. It remains NP-hard even if G is a tree and H is a forest, or if G is a general graph and H is a tree
[8]. The subgraph isomorphism problem is solvable in polynomial time if G and H are trees [12], or if G and H have
treewidth at most p for some ﬁxed p and H is p-connected [11].
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 contains deﬁnitions. In Section 3 we give a general framework
for algorithms for TEDP. In Section 4we deﬁne a simple problem, called the set deletion problem, and give an algorithm
that solves this problem. We use this algorithm in Section 5 in order to give polynomial-time algorithms to 5-TEDP
and TEDP1. We show hardness results for 6-TEDP and TEDP2 (and other restrictions of TEDP) in Section 6. Finally,
Section 7 contains concluding remarks and open problems.
2. Preliminaries
For a graph G, E(G) denotes the set of edges of G, and e(G)= |E(G)|. For a graph G and a set of edges S ⊆ E(G),
G − S is the graph obtained from G by deleting the edges from S. For a set of vertices S, G − S is the graph obtained
from G by deleting the vertices in S and the edges that are incident with these vertices.
A rooted tree (forest) is a triplet G = (V ,E, r), where (V ,E) is a tree (forest), and r is some vertex in V which is
called the root. We write Gr to denote the rooted tree G with root r. Also, for an unrooted tree G, we denote by Gr the
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Fig. 1. Example for the deﬁnition of ⊕s .
rooted tree formed by choosing the vertex r to be its root.We denote byGrv the rooted subtree ofGr whose vertices are
all the descendants of v, and its root is v. For a rooted forest G and a vertex v in G, we use cG(v) to denote the number
of children of v in G, and cG to denote the number of children of the root of G.
Let K1,l be a tree that is composed by taking l vertices and a distinguished vertex called the center, and connecting
the center to all other vertices. We also use K1,l to denote any rooted tree that is isomorphic to the tree K1,l deﬁned
above (this will be true also for the following deﬁnitions). A tree K1,l will be called a star of size l + 1. We denote
by Kˆ1,l the rooted tree obtained by taking K1,l and selecting its center to be the root. We denote by Pˆl the rooted tree
formed by taking a path with l vertices and choosing one of the two path endpoints as the root.
We say that two rooted forests Gr and Hs are isomorphic if there is an isomorphism between G and H which maps
r to s. We write Hs⊆RGr if there is a rooted subforest J r of Gr which is isomorphic to Hs (note that the subtree J r
must have the same root as Gr ). For a tree (rooted or unrooted) G and an unrooted tree H, we write H ⊆ G if H is
isomorphic to a subtree of G. For a tree G and a set of treesH we writeH⊆∃G if H ⊆ G for some H ∈ H. Note
that the relations ⊆ and ⊆R are transitive.
An l-ary rooted forest operator is a mapping f which acts on l rooted forests and yields a rooted forest. Given
G1, . . . ,Gl , the forest f (G1, . . . ,Gl) is built by taking the forests G1, . . . ,Gl , and then performing some of the
following operations:
1. Merging the roots of some of the input forests.
2. Adding new vertices.
3. Adding new edges, where each endpoint of a new edge is either the root of an input forest or a new vertex.
Finally, the root of f (G1, . . . ,Gl) is either the root of some input forest or a new vertex. We now give an example
for deﬁnition of rooted forest operator. For every string s = s1 · · · sl over the alphabet {0, 1}, deﬁne the operator ⊕s as
follows: given l rooted forestsG1, . . . ,Gl , ⊕s(G1, . . . ,Gl) is the rooted forest obtained by takingG1, . . . ,Gl , adding
a new vertex v, connecting the root of Gi to v for every i such that si = 1, and making v the root. See Fig. 1 for an
example.
For an operator f, let a(f ) denote the number of forests on which f operates. An operator f is a suboperator of an
operator f ′ if a(f )= a(f ′) and for every G1, . . . ,Ga(f ), f (G1, . . . ,Ga(f )) is a subgraph of f ′(G1, . . . ,Ga(f )). For
an operator f, sub(f ) is the set of all suboperators of f. A set of operators  is called closed if sub(f ) ⊆  for every
f ∈ . A set of operators  is called complete if every rooted forest can be built from the single-vertex rooted tree by
a series of applications of the operators in . The set {⊕s : s ∈ {0, 1}∗} is closed and complete.
Let  be a closed and complete set of rooted forest operators. A composition tree w.r.t.  of a rooted forest G is a
rooted tree H, where each internal vertex v of H is labeled by an operator f ∈  such that a(f ) is equal to the number
of children of v. Each vertex in the tree is associated with a rooted forest: a leaf is associated with the forest Pˆ1 and
an internal vertex is associated with the rooted forest formed by applying the vertex’ operator on the forests associated
with the children of the vertex. The forest associated with the root of the composition tree is isomorphic to G. An
example of a composition tree is shown in Fig. 2.





Fig. 2. A rooted forest (left) and its composition tree (right). For each internal vertex of the composition tree, the forest associated with the vertex is
shown besides the vertex.
If Gr and Hs are two rooted forests, then we deﬁne Gr +Hs to be the unrooted forest formed by taking Gr and Hs
and joining their roots by an edge.
Let G be a tree and P be a graph property. We deﬁne the characteristic function P(G) to have value 1 if G has
property P, and 0 otherwise. A set of edges S such that P(G−S)=1 is called a deletion set of (G, P ) (or a deletion set
of G if P is clear from the context). S is called an optimal deletion set of (G, P ) if it is a deletion set of minimum size.
3. A framework for solving TEDP
In this section we describe a general method for solving TEDPs based on decomposition.We will use this method in
Section 5 to give polynomial-time algorithms to several restrictions of TEDP. The general idea behind our framework
is similar to the one used by Bern et al. [3] and others (e.g., [2,5]), although some aspects are different, as will be
explained later.
We now describe the basic idea of our algorithm. For convenience we describe an algorithm for solving the MSP.
Suppose that we have a ﬁxed property P. Let G be the input tree to the MSP, and consider some composition tree of G.
Let G′ be a rooted tree that corresponds to some vertex in the composition tree. We want to create a set of candidate
subforests of G′, such that the optimal solution for G will contain one of these candidates as an induced subgraph. In
other words, we want to ﬁnd all “pieces” within G′ that may take place in an optimal solution. To do this, we need a
way to choose the set. The key to the efﬁciency of the approach is eliminating as many candidate subforests (“pieces”)
as possible. The candidate elimination is done by performing pairwise comparisons between candidates and removing
candidates according to the results of the comparisons. As an example, consider the tree G′ in Fig. 3, and the property
P of not containing a path of length 5. Suppose that we start with a set C containing all the subforests of G′. Clearly,
C has the property that there is an optimal solution for the MSP on G and P that contains one of the forests of C as
an induced subgraph. Now, consider the two subforests G′ − {a} and G′ − {b}. If there is an optimal solution G∗ to
the MSP such that the subforest of G∗ induced by the vertices of G′ is G′ − {b}, then G∗2 = G∗ ∪ {b} − {a} is also an
optimal solution. Note that the subforest of G∗2 induced by the vertices of G′ is G′ − {a}.Hence, if we remove G− {b}
from the set C, we still have the property that there is an optimal solution for G that contains one of the forests of C as
an induced subgraph. We can therefore say that G− {b} is “no better than” G− {b}. We can continue this process and
compare all pairs of candidates. If one candidate is no better than the other, we can remove the former candidate from
the set. Note that it is possible to have two candidates such that each one is no better than the other. In this case one
candidate is removed arbitrarily.
We now formalize the idea above: we will use quasiorders (recall that a quasiorder is a reﬂexive and transitive binary
relation) to compare candidates for a set. Note that in the discussion above, “no better than” is a quasiorder. We shall
deﬁne the properties that the quasiorder should have in order to correctly compare candidates. Let  be some quasiorder
on rooted forests. We say that  is preserved by  if for every f ∈ , and every G1, . . . ,Ga(f ),G′1, . . . G′a(f ) such
that GiG′i for i = 1, . . . , a(f ), there is an operator f ′ ∈ sub(f ) such that f (G1, . . . ,Ga(f ))f ′(G′1, . . . ,G′a(f )).
The quasiorder  is strongly preserved by  if f (G1, . . . ,Ga(f ))f ′(G′1, . . . ,G′a(f )) for every f ∈  and every
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Fig. 3. Example for the deﬁnition of a complete forests set. LetP be the property of not containing a path of length 5. The setC={G′−{a},G′−{a, b}}
is a complete forests set of G′ w.r.t. 2.
Fig. 4. Algorithm MaxSubforest(G).
G1, . . . ,Ga(f ),G
′
1, . . . G
′
a(f ) for which GiG′i for i = 1, . . . , a(f ). We say that  preserves P if GG′ implies
P(G)P(G′). We say that  preserves P with size if  preserves P, and additionally, GG′ and P(G)= 1 implies
that e(G)e(G′). A (P,)-order is a quasiorder that preserves P with size, and is preserved by .
For example, let = {⊕s : s ∈ {0, 1}∗} and let P be the property of not containing a path of length 4. For a rooted
forest G, let h(G) denote the height of the forest G, namely, the length of a longest path that starts at the root of G. We
deﬁne a quasiorder 1 by G1G′ if h(G)h(G′). It is easy to verify that 1 is preserved by . Moreover, 1 does
not preserve P, since Pˆ21⊕0(Pˆ5), but P(Pˆ2)>P (⊕0(Pˆ6)). The quasiorder 2 deﬁned by
G2G′ ⇐⇒ P(G) = 0 ∨ (P (G′) = 1 ∧ h(G)h(G′) ∧ e(G)e(G′))
is a (P,)-order.
Let  be a quasiorder. For a rooted tree G, a set C of subforests of G is called a full forests set of G (w.r.t. ) if
for every subforest G1 of G there is some G2 ∈ C such that G1G2. A full forests set C that does not contain two
comparable forests is called a complete forests set. See Fig. 3 for an example. A set C of sets of edges of a rooted tree
G is called a complete (full) set of G if {G − O : O ∈ C} is a complete (full) forests set of G.
Suppose that  is a (P,)-order and we have a procedure to compute  . The MSP with respect to P can be solved
by algorithm MaxSubforest that is given in Fig. 4. Building a complete forests set C(G′) of G′ from Cf (G′) (line 6) is
done by taking C(G′) = Cf (G′), and then, for every pair of forests G1,G2 ∈ C(G′) such that G1G2, removing G1
from C(G′). The complete forests set Cf (G′) can be built in several ways. A straightforward way to build Cf (G′) is to
take all the subforests of G′. Clearly, this approach is inefﬁcient. A more efﬁcient way to build Cf (G′) is given in the
following lemma.
Lemma 3.1. Let G′ = f (G1, . . . ,Gl) where f ∈ . If C(G1), . . . ,C(Gl) are complete forests sets of G1, . . . ,Gl
then
C= {f ′(H1, . . . , Hl) : f ′ ∈ sub(f ),H1 ∈ C(G1), . . . , Hl ∈ C(Gl)}
is a full forests set of G′.
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Proof. We need to show that for every subforest H ofG′, there is a subforestH ′ ∈ C such thatHH ′. Let H be some
subforest of G′. We have that H = f ′(H1, . . . , Hl), where f ′ ∈ sub(f ) and Hi is a subforest of Gi for i = 1, . . . , l.
By deﬁnition, there are H ′1 ∈ C(G1), . . . , H ′l ∈ C(Gl) such that HiH ′i for i = 1, . . . , l. Since  is preserved by ,
it follows that Hf ′′(H ′1, . . . , H ′l ) for some f ′′ ∈ sub(f ′). From the fact that sub(f ′) ⊆ sub(f ) we conclude that
f ′′(H ′1, . . . , H ′l ) ∈ C. 
The correctness of algorithm MaxSubforest follows from the deﬁnition of a complete forests sets: Let H ∗ be an
optimal solution for the MSP on the input G and P. From the fact that C(Gr) is a complete forests set of Gr , it follows
that there is a subforestH ∈ C(Gr) such thatH ∗H , and since  preserves Pwith size, it follows thatH is an optimal
solution. The algorithm returns a forest H ′ from C(Gr) that has property P and has maximum number of edges, and
in particular, e(H)e(H ′). Therefore, H ′ is an optimal solution.
Let | | denote the size of the largest complete forests set of some rooted tree w.r.t.  . Clearly, the time complexity
of algorithm MaxSubforest depends on | |. Naturally, given P and , our goal will be to a (P,)-order  such that
| | is as small as possible. Note that if we build complete sets using the approach of Lemma 3.1, the time complexity
for building one complete set is(| |d), where d is the maximum degree of the composition tree. In Section 5 we will
use special properties of 5-TEDP in order to give a different way for building complete sets, whose time complexity
does not have exponential dependency on d.
The difference between the approachwe described in this section and the approach ofBern et al. [3], is that in the latter,
an equivalence relation is used instead of a quasiorder, and the time complexity depends on the number of equivalence
classes of the relation. For some properties, the number of equivalence classes in the appropriate equivalence relation
is large, while the value of | | for the appropriate quasiorder is small.
For the rest of this section assume that P is hereditary and that all the graphs in the obstruction set of P are trees. We
use the operators set = {⊕s : s ∈ {0, 1}∗}. Our goal is to deﬁne a (P,)-order  ′P . This (P,)-order will be used
in our algorithms in Section 5. We will ﬁrst deﬁne a quasiorder P and show that P is preserved by . Then, we
will use P to deﬁne a quasiorder  ′P , and we will show that  ′P is a (P,)-order.
Deﬁne the quasiorder P by
GPG′ ⇐⇒ P(G)P(G′) and P(G + J )P(G′ + J ) for every rooted tree J .
To simplify the notation, we deﬁneG∅ to be a special rooted tree such thatG+G∅ =G for every rooted forest G (note
that for a “true” rooted tree H, G + H = G). We can now write the deﬁnition of P as follows:
GPG′ ⇐⇒ P(G + J )P(G′ + J ) for every rooted tree J .
Clearly, P preserves P. The following lemma shows another property of P which we need in order to build the
(P,)-order  ′P .
Lemma 3.2. P is strongly preserved by .
Proof. Let s ∈ {0, 1}∗ be a string of length l, and let G1, . . . ,Gl,G′1, . . . ,G′l be rooted forests such that GiPG′i
for i = 1, . . . , l. Let J be some rooted forest. If the ﬁrst letter of s is 1, then since ⊕s(G1, . . . ,Gl) + J = G1 +
⊕s(J,G2, . . . ,Gl) and ⊕s(G′1,G2, . . . ,Gl) + J = G′1 + ⊕s(J,G2, . . . ,Gl), it follows that
P(⊕s(G1, . . . ,Gl) + J ) = P(G1 + ⊕s(J,G2, . . . ,Gl))P(G′1 + ⊕s(J,G2, . . . ,Gl))
= P(⊕s(G′1,G2, . . . ,Gl) + J ).
We now consider the case when the ﬁrst letter of s is 0. If P(G1) = 0, from the fact that P is hereditary we obtain
that P(⊕s(G1, . . . ,Gl) + J ) = 0, so
P(⊕s(G1, . . . ,Gl) + J )P(⊕s(G′1,G2, . . . ,Gl) + J ).
Suppose now that P(G1) = 1. As P preserves P, we have that P(G′1) = 1. Thus,
P(⊕s(G1,G2, . . . ,Gl) + J ) = P(⊕t (G2, . . . ,Gl) + J ) = P(⊕s(G′1, . . . ,Gl) + J ),
where t is the sufﬁx of length l − 1 of s.
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For all the cases above we have shown that
P(⊕s(G1, . . . ,Gl) + J )P(⊕s(G′1,G2, . . . ,Gl) + J ).
Repeating the same argument gives that
P(⊕s(G1, . . . ,Gl) + J )P(⊕s(G′1, . . . ,G′l ) + J ). 
The operators set  has the following property: for a rooted G′ that corresponds to some vertex in a composition
tree of a tree G, the root of G′ has at most one neighbor in G which is not in G′. Consider the example in Fig. 3. Let
e be the edge between the root of G′ and its parent in G. By the above property, we have that if there is an optimal
solution G∗ such that the subforest of G∗ induced by the vertices of G′ is G′ − {a, b}, then G∗ ∪ {a} − {e} is also an
optimal solution. Hence, only G′ − {a} will be a candidate in this case. We use this fact to deﬁne the (P,)-order. For
two rooted forests G and G′,
G1PG′ ⇐⇒ P(G) = 0,
G2PG′ ⇐⇒ GPG′ and e(G)e(G′),
G3PG′ ⇐⇒ P(G′) = 1 and e(G)< e(G′)
and
G ′PG′ ⇐⇒ G1PG′ or G2PG′ or G3PG′.
Lemma 3.3.  ′P is a (P,)-order.
Proof. We ﬁrst show that  ′P is transitive. Suppose that G ′PG′ ′PG′′. We consider three cases:





Case 2: G2PG′. From the fact that P preserves P and since P(G)= 1, we have that P(G′)= 1, so G′1PG′′. If
G′2PG′′ then GPG′PG′′ and e(G)e(G′)e(G′′). Therefore, GPG′′ and e(G)e(G′′), and it follows that
G2PG′. Otherwise, if G′3PG′′, e(G)e(G′)< e(G′′) and P(G′′) = 1, and it follows that G3PG′′.
Case 3: G3PG′. Again, we have that G′
1
P
G′′. Suppose that G′2PG′′. From the fact that P preserves P we
have that P(G′′)=1. Furthermore, e(G)< e(G′)e(G′′). Thus,G3PG′′. We now consider the case whenG′3PG′′.
In this case, P(G′′) = 1 and e(G)< e(G′)< e(G′′). Hence, G3PG′′. This completes the proof that  ′P is transitive.
It is easy to verify that  ′P preserves P. Moreover, if G ′PG′ and P(G) = 1, then either G2PG′ or G3PG′. In
both cases, e(G)e(G′). Therefore,  ′P preserves P with size.
Finally, to show that  ′P is preserved by , let G1, . . . ,Gl,G′1, . . . ,G′l be rooted forests such that Gi ′PG′i for
i = 1, . . . , l, and let ⊕s be some operator from  with |s| = l. We need to show that there is a string s′ of length l such
that ⊕s′ is a suboperator of ⊕s (i.e., for every i l, the ith letter of s′ is less than or equal to the ith letter of s) and
⊕s(G1, . . . ,Gl) ′P⊕s′(G′1, . . . ,G′l ). Let a denote the ﬁrst letter of s, and let t denote the sufﬁx of s of length l − 1.
Let G = ⊕s(G1, . . . ,Gl), G′ = ⊕s(G′1,G2, . . . ,Gl), and G0 = ⊕0t (G′1,G2, . . . ,Gl). We will show that either
G ′PG′ or G ′PG0. Repeated use of the same arguments gives that G ′P⊕s′(G′1, . . . ,G′l ) for some string s′.
If G11PG′1 then P(G) = P(G1) = 0, so G1PG′. If G12PG′1 then G1PG′1 and by Lemma 3.2 we have that
GPG′. Furthermore, e(G1)e(G′1) so e(G)e(G′). Therefore, G2PG′.
We now consider the case when G13PG′1. We will show that GPG0. Let J be some rooted tree J such that
P(G0 + J ) = 0. G0 + J contains a subforest isomorphic to a tree from the obstruction set of P, and this subforest is
contained in one of the connected components ofG0 +J . This component cannot be a component ofG′1 as P(G′1)=1,
so the subforest must be a subgraph of ⊕t (G2, . . . ,Gl) + J . Therefore, P(G0 + J ) = 0. Since this is true for all J,
it follows that GPG0. Moreover, e(G)e(G1) + 1 + e(⊕t (G2, . . . ,Gl))e(G′1) + e(⊕t (G2, . . . ,Gl)) = e(G0).
Hence, G2PG0. 
To implement algorithm MaxSubforest we need an efﬁcient way to decide for two rooted forests G1 and G2,
whetherG1 ′PG2. To decide whetherG1 ′PG2, we need to decide whetherG1PG2. The deﬁnition of P requires
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computing P(G1 + J ) and P(G2 + J ) for an inﬁnite number of rooted trees J. However, we will show that it sufﬁces
to consider a ﬁnite number (that depends on P) of rooted trees, and therefore computing whether G1 ′PG2 can be
done efﬁciently.
LetHP be the obstruction set of the property P. Let FP,0 be a set that contains for everyH ∈HP and every edge e in
H which is not incident of a leaf, the two rooted trees obtained by removing e from H and choosing the two endpoints
of e as the roots. Let FP be a set that contains of all distinct (i.e., non-isomorphic) rooted trees in FP,0. Additionally,
FP contains Kˆ1,0 (a rooted tree with one vertex) and the rooted tree G∅, which we will also denote by Kˆ1,−1.
The following lemma allows us to compute whether G1PG2 efﬁciently.
Lemma 3.4. For two rooted forests G1 and G2, G1PG2 if and only if P(G1 + J )P(G2 + J ) for every J ∈ FP .
Proof. The lemma follows from the fact that for a rooted tree J /∈FP , P(G + J ) = 1 if and only if J ′⊆RJ for some
J ′ ∈ FP . Therefore, the values P(G1 + J ) and P(G2 + J ) can be ignored when checking whether G1PG2.
Formally, suppose that P(G1 + J )P(G2 + J ) for every J ∈ FP . We need to show that for every rooted tree J,
P(G1 + J )P(G2 + J ). In other words, we need to show thatHP⊆∃G2 + J impliesHP⊆∃G1 + J for every rooted
tree J. Let J be some rooted tree for whichHP⊆∃G2 + J . There is a subgraph H of G2 + J which is isomorphic to a
tree fromHP . Let JH be the rooted subtree of J which is induced by the vertices of H (if H does not contain vertices
from J then JH =G∅). We have that H ⊆ G2 + JH and thereforeHP⊆∃G2 + JH . If the root of G2 is the only vertex
from H in G2 then JH + Pˆ1 is isomorphic to a tree inHP , and we obtain thatHP⊆∃G1 + JH . Otherwise, JH ∈ FP .
From the fact that JH ∈ FP andHP⊆∃G2 + JH it follows thatHP⊆∃G1 + JH . ThereforeHP⊆∃G1 + J .
The second direction of the lemma follows directly from the deﬁnition of P . 
We ﬁnish this section by showing a property of the quasiorder  ′P . This property will be used later in Section 5.
Lemma 3.5. Let C be a complete forests set of a rooted tree G w.r.t.  ′P . Then, every G′ ∈ C is a maximum subforest
of G with property P.
Proof. Let G∗ be a maximum subforest of G with property P.
We ﬁrst show that every G′ in C has property P. Suppose conversely that P(G′) = 0 for some G′ ∈ C. If |C|> 1
then G′ ′PG′′ for every G′′ ∈ C− {G′}. Otherwise, since  ′P preserves P, it follows that G∗′PG′. In both cases we
obtain a contradiction the fact that C is a complete set. Therefore, every G′ in C has property P.
All the forests inC have the same size, otherwise, ifG1,G2 ∈ Cv and e(G2)< e(G1) thenG1 ′PG2, a contradiction.
Moreover, we have that G∗ ′PG′ for some G′ ∈ C. From the fact that  ′P preserves P with size it follows that
e(G′) = e(G∗). Therefore, every forest in C is a maximum subforest of G with property P. 
4. The set deletion problem
In this section we deﬁne a problem on weighted sets which will be used in Section 5 in the algorithms for 5-TEDP
and TEDP1.A weighted set is a set S of elements with a weight functionw: S → N.We will use {a1, . . . , an} to denote
a weighted set with n elements, where the weights of the element are a1, . . . , an. A mapping f :P → S between two
weighted set is called a weight increasing mapping if f is injective and w(f (p))w(p) for every p ∈ P . For two
weighted sets P and S, we say that S is larger than P, denoted PS, if there is a weight increasing mapping from P
to S. For example, {2, 3, 4}{3, 3, 3, 5, 5}. Clearly, the relation  is a partial order. If P is a set of sets, then we write
PS if PS for some P ∈ P.
Let S be a weighted set, and P be a set of weighted sets. Let f and g be two mappings that map the elements of S to
subsets ofP. An element x ∈ S is called a bad element of (S, f, g) if either f (x)S or g(x)S − {x}. A set O ⊆ S is
called a deletion set of (S, f, g) if there are no bad elements of (S − O, f, g). Let OPT(S, f, g) denote the minimum
size of a deletion set of (S, f, g).
As an example of the deﬁnitions above, let S = {a1, . . . , a6} be a weighted set, where the weights of a1, . . . , a6 are
8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, respectively. LetP= {{4, 4}, {4, 4, 4}}, f (x)= {{4, 4, 4}} for all x ∈ S, g(a5)= {{4, 4}}, and g(x)=∅
for all x = a5. In this example, OPT(S, f, g)= 3 as {a1, a2, a5} is a deletion set of (S, f, g), and there are no deletion
sets of size less than 3.
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A deletion set O of (S, f, g) is called a maximum deletion set of (S, f, g) if O ′O for every deletion set O ′ of
(S, f, g) such that |O| = |O ′|. We will later show that for every lOPT(S, f, g), a maximum deletion set of (S, f, g)
of size l exists. For a weighted set P, deﬁne [P ]l be the set obtained from P by deleting an element in P with the
maximum weight among the elements with weight less than or equal to l, if there are such elements. For a set of
weighted setsP, let [P]l = {[P ]l : P ∈ P} and for a mapping f between a weighted set S to sets of weighted sets, [f ]l
is the mapping deﬁned by [f ]l (x)=[f (x)]l for every x ∈ S. Let (S, f, g)=min({l : OPT(S, [f ]l , [g]l ) > 0}∪ {∞}).
We now prove that for every lOPT(S, f, g), there is a maximum deletion set of (S, f, g) of size l. Our proof is
constructive, and moreover, it gives a polynomial-time algorithm for ﬁnding maximum deletion sets. This also implies
that (S, f, g) can be computed in polynomial time.
We need the following property of the relation .
Lemma 4.1. If T , T ′ ⊂ S and TT ′ then S − TS − T ′.
Proof. We ﬁrst claim that there is a weight increasing mapping f : T → T ′ such that f (x)= x for every x ∈ T ∩ T ′.
To probe this claim, let g: T → T ′ be some weight increasing mapping. Let x1 be some element of T − T ′, and deﬁne
a sequence x1, x2, . . . ,where xi =g(xi−1) for i > 1, and the sequence is terminated at an element xk for which xk /∈ T .
Since x1 /∈ T ′, we have that xi = x1 for every i. Moreover, from the fact g is injective, we obtain that the elements
x1, x2, . . . are distinct, and therefore the sequence terminates. We now deﬁne a mapping f : T → T ′ as follows: for
x1 ∈ T − T ′, let x1, . . . , xk be the sequence as deﬁned above, and deﬁne f (x1)= xk . For x ∈ T ∩ T ′ deﬁne f (x)= x.
It is easy to verify that f is weight increasing function.
Now, deﬁne f ′: S − T ′ → S − T as follows: f ′(x) = x for every x ∈ S − (T ∪ T ′), and f ′(x) = f (x) for every
x ∈ T − T ′. It is easy to verify that f ′ is weight increasing function and therefore S − TS − T ′. 
Let s1, . . . , sn be the elements of S, wherew(s1)w(s2) · · · w(sn). Consider a simple case when the constraints
of f and g are the same for all the elements of S, i.e. f (s1)= f (s2)= · · · = f (sn) and g(s1)= g(s2)= · · · = g(sn). In
this case, Lemma 4.1 indicates that for every lOPT(S, f, g), the set {s1, . . . , sl} (namely, the l heaviest elements of
S) is a maximum deletion set of (S, f, g) of size l. The case of general f and g is not so simple. Consider the example
given above, namely S={a1, . . . , a6} where the weights of the elements of S are 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3,P={{4, 4}, {4, 4, 4}},
f (x) = {{4, 4, 4}} for all x ∈ S, g(a5) = {{4, 4}}, and g(x) = ∅ for all x = a5. We have OPT(S, f, g) = 3, but the set
{a1, a2, a3} containing the three heaviest elements of S is not a deletion set of (S, f, g).
Even though the set of l heaviest elements may not be a deletion set, it is still desirable to take heaviest elements of
S into a deletion set O since these elements will make S − O small w.r.t. the relation  and thus S − O will be larger
than only few of the sets inP. Moreover, the heaviest elements will make O larger than other deletion sets of the same
size as O. Thus, to build a maximum deletion set of (S, f, g) of size l, we take the k heaviest elements of S for some
k l. To these elements, we add l − k elements of S that are needed to make the set a deletion set. As we do not know
the value of k, we will try all possible values.
We now formally deﬁne the sets that we build. For every in, let Ai be the set of n− i heaviest elements of S (that
is, Ai = {s1, . . . , sn−i}). Deﬁne B0 = ∅ and
Bi = Bi−1 ∪ {x ∈ S − (Ai ∪ Bi−1) : x is a bad element of (S − (Ai ∪ Bi−1), f, g)}.
Let Oi = Ai ∪ Bi . Note that Ai ∩ Bi = ∅ for all i. The deﬁnition of Bi implies that the sets O0, . . . , On are deletion
sets of (S, f, g). We will show that for every lOPT(S, f, g), one of the sets O0, . . . , On is a maximum deletion set
of (S, f, g) of size l. To prove this, we need the following lemma.
Lemma 4.2. Let O be a deletion set of (S, f, g) and let i0 be some integer. If |Oj |> |O| for every 0j < i, then
OOi and Bi ⊆ O.
Proof. We prove the lemma using induction on i. The base of the induction is satisﬁed since O0 = S and B0 = ∅.
We now prove the lemma for some i > 0. By the induction hypothesis, we have that Bi−1 ⊆ O. Therefore, |Ai−1| =
|Oi−1| − |Bi−1|> |O| − |Bi−1| = |O −Bi−1|, where the ﬁrst equality is due to the fact that Ai−1 ∩Bi−1 = ∅. Hence,
|Ai | = |Ai−1| − 1 |O − Bi−1|, and since Ai consists of elements of largest weights, it follows that AiO − Bi−1.
Since Ai ∩ Bi−1 = ∅, we obtain that Ai ∪ Bi−1O. Therefore, OiO.
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We now prove thatBi ⊆ O. Suppose conversely thatBi −O = ∅ and let x ∈ Bi −O. From the induction hypothesis,
Bi−1 ⊆ O, so x ∈ Bi −Bi−1, namely x is a bad element of (S − (Ai ∪Bi−1), f, g). It follows from Lemma 4.1 that x
is a bad element of (S − O, f, g), contradicting the fact that O is a deletion set. 
We now prove the main result of this section.
Theorem 4.3. For every lOPT(S, f, g), one of the sets O0, . . . , On is a maximum deletion set of size l of (S, f, g).
Proof. Fix some lOPT(S, f, g). We ﬁrst claim that there is a set among O0, . . . , On of size at most l. Assume
conversely that |O0|, . . . , |On|> l, and let O be a deletion set of size l. As An = ∅, we have On = Bn. By Lemma 4.2
we obtain that Bn ⊆ O, hence |O| |On|> l, a contradiction. Thus, there is a set among O0, . . . , On of size at most
l, and let Oi be the ﬁrst such set.
For every deletion set O of size l, using Lemma 4.2 we get that OOi , and therefore l = |O| |Oi |. It follows that
Oi is a maximum deletion set of size l. 
From Theorem 4.3 we conclude that ﬁnding maximum deletion sets can be done in polynomial time. Computing
(S, f, g) can also be done in polynomial time.
5. Algorithms for 5-TEDP and TEDP1
In this section we give polynomial-time algorithms for 5-TEDP and TEDP1. We ﬁrst give an algorithm for 5-TEDP.
We will use algorithm MaxSubforest and the relation  ′P from Section 3.
Before describing the algorithm for 5-TEDP, we give some intuition for the fact that 5-TEDP can be solved in
polynomial time, while 6-TEDP is NP-hard. For clarity, some of the statements in the following discussion will not be
accurate.A rigorous analysis of 5-TEDP will be given later in this section. Recall that the time complexity of algorithm
MaxSubforest depends on the size of the largest complete forests set of some rooted tree w.r.t.  ′P , which is denoted
by | ′P |. In particular, in order to have a polynomial-time algorithm for some variant of TEDP, it is necessary for | ′P |
to be polynomial in the number of vertices in the obstruction setH.
Consider ﬁrst the simple case whenH contains only trees of diameter 4. By Lemma 3.5, we can bound | ′P | by
giving a bound on the maximum number of rooted forests G1, . . . ,Gl such that each Gi is maximum subforest of a
common rooted tree Gr that satisﬁes P, and each two forests Gi and Gj are incomparable by the quasiorder P . By
Lemma 3.4, we need to consider the values of P(Gi + H) for all i l and H ∈ FP . We introduce a new deﬁnition to
simplify the following discussion: for a rooted forest Gˆ, let
h(Gˆ) = {J ∈ FP : P(Gˆ + J ) = 0}.
Clearly, Gˆ1P Gˆ2 if and only if h(Gˆ1) ⊇ h(Gˆ2). Therefore, the sets h(G1), . . . , h(Gl) are pairwise incomparable by
the ⊆ relation.
Using Lemmas 3.1 and 3.5, we can assume that cG1 =cG2 =· · ·=cGl .We now use the fact that for a tree of diameter
4, removing an edge that is not incident with a leaf (and making its endpoint the roots of the two resulting trees) creates
two rooted trees, where at least one of the trees is a star. Consequently, we split the set FP into two sets Fstars and
Fnon-stars, where Fstars is the set of all rooted stars in FP , and Fnon-stars contains the rest of the trees of FP . For every
H ∈ Fnon-stars, the value of P(Gˆ+H) depends only on cGˆ. Therefore, P(G1 +H)=P(G2 +H)= · · ·=P(Gl +H)
for every H ∈ Fnon-stars. In other words, h(G1) ∩ Fnon-stars = h(G2) ∩ Fnon-stars = · · · = h(Gl) ∩ Fnon-stars. Now,
consider some rooted star H ∈ Fstars. If P(Gˆ + H) = 1, then P(Gˆ + H ′) = 1 for every star H ′ ∈ Fstars with more
vertices than H. Therefore, for two rooted forests Gˆ1and Gˆ2, one of the sets h(Gˆ1)∩Fstars and h(Gˆ2)∩Fstars contains
the other set. It follows that l= 1 (otherwise, every two forests fromG1, . . . ,Gl are comparable in the quasiorder P ,
a contradiction).
The analysis becomes more complicated whenH contains trees of diameter 5. A tree of diameter 5 contains an
edge (not incident with a leaf) whose removal gives two rooted trees that are not rooted stars. Such edge will be called
special. Note that there is exactly one special edge in a tree of diameter 5. The two trees that are obtained by removing
a special edge will be called mates. We now partition the set FP into three sets: Fspecial contains the rooted trees that
are obtained by removing the special edges in the diameter 5 trees ofH, Fstars is the set of all rooted stars in FP , and
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Fig. 5. Algorithm MaxSubforest(G).
Fnon-stars =FP − (Fspecial ∪Fstars). The properties of Fstars and Fnon-stars described above also remain true in this case.
Moreover, for a tree H ∈ Fspecial, P(Gˆ + H) = 1 if and only if H ′⊆RGˆ, where H ′ is a mate of H. Using the fact that
all the trees in Fspecial have height 2, we have that P(Gˆ + H) depends only on the number of children of the root of
Gˆ, and the number of children of each child of the root of Gˆ. This fact gives a connection to the set deletion problem
(see Claim 5.1 and Lemma 5.2). From this connection we obtain that the set {h(G1) ∩ Fspecial, . . . , h(Gl) ∩ Fspecial}
is totally ordered by the partial order ⊆, namelyh(G(1)) ∩ Fspecial ⊆ h(G(2)) ∩ Fspecial ⊆ · · · ⊆ h(G(l)) ∩ Fspecial
for some permutation . Since the set {h(G1) ∩ Fstar, . . . , h(Gl) ∩ Fstar} is also totally ordered by ⊆ and G1, . . . ,Gl
are pairwise incomparable by P , it follows that h(G(1))∩Fspecial ⊂ h(G(2))∩Fspecial ⊂ · · · ⊂ h(G(l))∩Fspecial
and h(G(1)) ∩ Fstar ⊃ h(G(2)) ∩ Fstar ⊃ · · · ⊃ h(G(l)) ∩ Fstar. Therefore l |Fspecial| + 1.
Finally, our method does not give a polynomial-time algorithm for 6-TEDP: for a tree of diameter 6, a special
edge gives two rooted trees, one with height 2 and one with height 3. Due to the height 3 trees, the set {h(G1) ∩
Fspecial, . . . , h(Gl)∩Fspecial} may not be totally ordered by ⊆. Therefore, in this case l can be exponential in |Fspecial|.
We now describe the algorithm for 5-TEDP.We shall use a slightly different formulation of algorithmMaxSubforest.
The new formulation uses the fact that a rooted tree Gr has a unique composition tree under the operators set . Every
vertex u in the composition tree corresponds to some vertex v in G, and the tree associated with u is Grv . It will be
more convenient to describe the algorithm using complete sets instead of complete forests sets, namely for each vertex
v, the algorithm computes a complete set of Grv . The new formulation of algorithm MaxSubforest is given in Fig. 5.
From Lemma 3.4, step 5 of the algorithm can be implemented in polynomial time in the input size (assuming that
|Cfv | is polynomial in the input size). In the rest of the section, we will show how to perform step 4 of the algorithm in
polynomial time (in particular, this implies that |Cfv | is polynomial in the input size).
We begin with some deﬁnitions. For a weighted set L = {l1, . . . , ld}, deﬁne the rooted tree
Sˆ(L) = ⊕11···1(Kˆ1,l1−1, . . . , Kˆ1,ld−1).
The root of Sˆ(L) is called the center vertex. We also deﬁne S(L) to be the unrooted tree obtained from Sˆ(L). As an
example, the tree S({2, 3, 4}) is shown in Fig. 6(a). If H = S(L) then L is called a representation of H. Note that every
tree with diameter 4 has a unique representation, while a tree with diameter 2 or 3 has at most two representations.
Deﬁne S(L1, L2) = S(L1) + S(L2). Every tree H with diameter 5 is the form S(L1, L2) for some L1 and L2. The
centers of S(L1) and S(L2) are called the centers of H. Sˆ(L1, L2) denotes the rooted tree obtained from Sˆ(L1, L2) by
making the center of S(L1) the root.
For the rest of this section, we will show how to solve 5-TEDP for some ﬁxed obstruction setH= {H1, . . . , Hp}.
Without loss of generality, we assume that every tree inH contains at most n vertices (ifH contains trees with more
than n vertices, we can remove these trees fromH).We also assume that the trees inHwith diameter 5 areH1, . . . , Hp′ .
Let Lij be weighted sets such that Hi = S(Li1, Li2) for i = 1, . . . , p′. Let L be the set of all the representations of
Hp′+1, . . . , Hp, and letL′ = {Lij : i = 1, . . . , p′, j = 1, 2}.
Recall that for a rooted forest Gˆ,
h(Gˆ) = {J ∈ FP :H⊆∃Gˆ + J }.
We have shown above that the set h(Gˆ) ∩ Fstar has an important role. This set can be represented by a single number:
deﬁne
h2(Gˆ) = min({i0 :H⊆∃Gˆ + Kˆ1,i−1} ∪ {∞}).
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Fig. 6. An example for the deﬁnition of h1 and h2. Suppose that H consists of a single tree H = S({2, 3, 4}) (a). The set
FP = {H1, H2, H3, H4, H5, H6, H7,G∅} is shown in (b). For the rooted tree G shown in (c), h(G) = {H1, H2, H3, H5, H6}. We have h2(G) = 3
as H ⊆ G + Kˆ1,2 and HG + Kˆ1,1. Furthermore, h1(G) = ∅.
We also deﬁne
h1(Gˆ) = {H ∈ h(Gˆ) : cH h2(Gˆ) − 2}.
See Fig. 6 for an example. Note that
h(Gˆ) = h1(Gˆ) ∪ {H ∈ F : cH h2(Gˆ) − 1},
so we have that G1PG2 if and only if h1(G2) ⊆ h(G1) and h2(G2)h2(G1).
We ﬁrst show the connection between the quasiorder  ′P and the set deletion problem from Section 4. Let Gˆx be
some rooted forest. Deﬁne S
Gˆ
to be a weighted set whose elements are the edges between the root x of Gˆ and its




(u) + 1. We have the following simple connection between
subforest isomorphism and the  relation on weighted sets:
Claim 5.1. Let Gˆx be a rooted forest such thatH∃Gˆ − {x}. Then
1. For every weighted set L, Sˆ(L)⊆RGˆ if and only if LSGˆ.
2. For every weighted sets L1 and L2, Sˆ(L1, L2)⊆RGˆ if and only if there is a child u of x such that Sˆ(L2)⊆RGˆxu and
L1SGˆ − {u}.
We now show a connection between the mapping h2 and the set deletion problem. For a rooted forest Gˆx , and a
child u of x, let Z
u,Gˆ
be a weighted set containing h2(Gˆxu)− 1 elements of weight 1 each. We deﬁne two mappings as





(u) = {L ∈L′ : Sˆ(L) ∈ h1(Gˆxu)} ∪ {Zu,Gˆ}.
Lemma 5.2. Let Gˆx be a rooted forest such thatH∃Gˆ − {x}. Then, h2(Gˆ) = (SGˆ, f, gGˆ).





) = 0. In other words, Gˆ contains a subtree isomorphic to a tree inH if and only if there is a bad element










− {u} for some weighted set L that depends on H. We have that L ∈ f (u) or L ∈ g
Gˆ
(u) (since
the mappings f and g
Gˆ
were designed to contain all the sets L that are obtained from having a subtree of Gˆ isomorphic




). The other direction of thestatement above also follows
from Claim 5.1.




)h2(Gˆ). Suppose that h2(Gˆ) = l. We need




) l, namely there is a bad element of (S
Gˆ
, [f ]l , [gGˆ]l ).
By the deﬁnition of h2, there is a subtree H of Gˆ+ Kˆ1,l−1 which is isomorphic to a tree inH. By the minimality of
l, H contains all the vertices of Kˆ1,l−1. If the diameter of H is 5 then its two centers are vertices of Gˆ. Otherwise, we
can choose a representation of H in which the center vertex is a vertex of Gˆ.
In the proof we consider two cases, according to whether x is a center vertex of H. If x is a center vertex of H,
we consider two sub-cases: if the diameter of H is at most 4, then H = S(L) for some weighted set L. We have that
Sˆ([L]l )⊆RGˆ, and by Claim 5.1, [L]lSGˆ. Since L ∈ f (u) for every u ∈ SGˆ, it follows that every element of SGˆ is a
bad element of (S
Gˆ
, [f ]l , [gGˆ]l ).
The second sub-case is when the diameter of H is 5. Suppose that H = S(L1, L2), where x is the center that
corresponds to L1. By Claim 5.1, Sˆ(L2)⊆RGˆxu for some child u of x, and [L1]lSGˆ − {u}. If |L1|h2(Gxu) − 1
then [Z
u,Gˆ
]l[L1]lSGˆ − {u}, so u is a bad element of (SGˆ, [f ]l , [gGˆ]l ). Otherwise,H⊆∃Gˆxu + Sˆ(L1) and cSˆ(L1) =
|L1|h2(Gˆxu) − 2, and thereforeL1 ∈ gGˆ(u). Thus, u is a bad element of (SGˆ, [f ]l , [gGˆ]l ).
If x is not a center vertex of H, then l1 (as every vertex of H has distance at most two to a center of H), and there
is a child u of x such that every vertex of H is either x, a child of x, a descendent of u, or the single vertex of the star
Kˆ1,l−1 (if l = 1). It follows thatH⊆∃Gˆxu + Kˆ1,t−1+l , so h2(Gˆxu) t + l. Therefore, [Zu,Gˆ]lSGˆ − {u}, so u is a bad
element of (S
Gˆ
, [f ]l , [gGˆ]l ) and (SGˆ, f, gGˆ) l.
Wenow show thath2(Gˆ)(SGˆ, f, gGˆ). Suppose that (SGˆ, f, gGˆ)=l and let u be a bad element of (SGˆ, [f ]l , [gGˆ]l ).
By deﬁnition, either [L]lSGˆ for some L ∈ f (u), or [L]lSGˆ − {u} for some L ∈ gGˆ(u). If [L]lSGˆ for some L ∈
f (u) =L, then by Claim 5.1, Sˆ([L]l )⊆RGˆ. It follows that S(L) ⊆ Gˆ + K1,l−1 and therefore h2(Gˆ) l. Otherwise,
[L]lSGˆ−{u} for someL ∈ gGˆ(u). By Claim 5.1, Sˆ([L]l )⊆RGˆux (note that Gˆux is the rooted tree obtained by removing
u and its descendants from Gˆx), so Sˆ(L)⊆RGˆux + K1,l−1. If L = Zu,Gˆ, then the deﬁnition of  implies that l1 and
c
Gˆ
h2(Gˆxu) − l. By the deﬁnition of h2,H⊆∃Gˆ + Kˆ1,l−1, so h2(Gˆ) l. If L = Zu,Gˆ, thenH⊆∃Gˆxu + Sˆ(L). Since
Gˆxu + Sˆ(L) ⊆ Gˆxu + (Gˆux + K1,l−1)u = Gˆ + K1,l−1, it follows thatH⊆∃G + K1,l−1, and h2(Gˆ) l. 
We now describe how to perform step 4 of algorithm MaxSubforest. To simplify the notation, we show how to build
the set Cfv for v= r . Building the set for the other vertices of G is done in the same way. Let u1, . . . , ut be the children
of v. We use the following idea to build Cfv : For each l, we will build a setXl such that h2(G−Xl) l and h1(G−Xl)
is minimal. To build Xl , we split it into two sets A and B, where A contains the edges of Xl that are incident with v,
and B contains the rest of the edges. Suppose that we already found B and we want to choose A. From Lemma 5.2 we
need to take A that is a deletion set of (SG−B, [f ]l , [gG−B ]l ). We will show in Lemma 5.3 that taking A to be maximal
deletion set of (SG−B, [f ]l , [gG−B ]l )will make h1(G− (A∪B))minimal. The opposite question is how to choose the
set B assuming that A was chosen. In Lemma 5.4 we show that we need to choose B such that h1(Gvui −B) is minimal
for all i.
Lemma 5.3. Let B be a set of edges in G that are not incident with v such thatH∃G − B. Let A,A′ ⊆ SeG be two
sets of edges. If A′A, then h1(G − (A ∪ B)) ⊆ h(G − (A′ ∪ B)).
Proof. Fix J ∈ h1(G − (A ∪ B)). Let H be a subtree of (G − (A ∪ B)) + J which is isomorphic to a tree fromH,
and let GH and JH be the rooted subtrees of G and J, respectively, that are induced by the vertices of H. From the fact
that cJH cJ h2(G− (A∪B))− 2 we have that JH is not a rooted star. Therefore, the height of GH is at most 2, so
GH = Sˆ(L) for someweighted set L. FromClaim 5.1LSG−B−A. Since we have that SG−B−ASG−B−A′ (Lemma
4.1) and is transitive, it follows thatLSG−B−A′. ByClaim 5.1,GH⊆RG−(A′∪B). Thus,H⊆∃(G−(A′∪B))+J ,
namely J ∈ h(G − (A′ ∪ B)). 
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Lemma 5.4. Let A be a set of edges in G that are incident with v. Let B1, . . . , Bt , B ′1, . . . , B ′t be sets of edges, where
Bi ⊆ E(Gvui ) and B ′i ⊆ E(Gvui ) for all i. If h1(Gvui − Bi) ⊆ h(Gvui − B ′i ) and h2(Gvui − Bi)> t + 1 − |A| for every
ui /∈A, andH∃Gvui − Bi for every ui ∈ A, then h1(G − (A ∪ B1 ∪ · · · ∪ Bl)) ⊆ h(G − (A ∪ B ′1 ∪ · · · ∪ B ′l )).
Proof. Let J be a tree in h1(G− (A∪B1∪· · ·∪Bl)), and letH be a subgraph of (G− (A∪B1∪· · ·∪Bl))+J which is
isomorphic to a tree inH. Suppose that u1 /∈A. Let H1 be the rooted tree obtained by taking H, removing the vertices
of H that are in Gvu1 , and making v the root. If H does not contain vertices from G
v
u1 , or contains only the root of G
v
u1 ,
then clearlyH⊆∃(Gvu1 −B ′1)+H1. Otherwise, H1 ∈ h(Gvu1 −B1) and cH1 t − |A|h2(Gvu1 −B1)− 2. Therefore
H1 ∈ h1(Gvu1−B1). Thus,we have thatH1 ∈ h(Gvu1−B ′1), soH⊆∃(Gvu1−B ′1)+H1 ⊆ (G−(A∪B ′1∪B2∪· · ·∪Bl))+J .
Therefore, J ∈ h(G − (A ∪ B ′1 ∪ B2 ∪ · · · ∪ Bl)).
If u1 ∈ A, then H does not contain vertices from Gvu1 , so again we have that J ∈ h(G− (A ∪B ′1 ∪B2 ∪ · · · ∪Bl)).
Repeating these arguments gives that J ∈ h(G − (A ∪ B ′1 ∪ · · · ∪ B ′l )). 
We now deﬁne Cfv = {A1 ∪ B, . . . , Ar ∪ B}, where the sets A1, . . . , Ar and B will be deﬁned later. The set Cfv
is ordered according to the indices of the sets Ai , namely the order is A1 ∪ B,A2 ∪ B, . . . , Ar ∪ B. The set Cv will
also be ordered, and the ordering of its elements will be according to the order of Cfv . Since the same process was
used by algorithm MaxSubforest for building the sets Cu1 , . . . ,Cut , then each set Cui is ordered (recall that algorithm
MaxSubforest builds the set Cu1 , . . . ,Cut before building C
f
v ).
For i = 1, . . . , t and k = 0, . . . , t , let Bki be the ﬁrst set from Cui (according to the order of Cui ) such that h2(Gvui −
Bki ) t − k + 2. If no such set exists, then Bki is the ﬁrst set from Cui . Let Bk = ∪ti=1Bki .
By Lemma 3.1, the set C= {A ∪ C1 ∪ · · · ∪ Ct : A ⊆ SG,C1 ∈ Cu1 , . . . , Ct ∈ Cut } is a full set of G. Let C′ ⊆ C
be some complete set of G. From Lemma 3.5, all the sets in C′ have the same number of edges, and for every i, all the
sets in Cui have the same number of edges. Thus, all the sets in C′ have the same number of edges incident with v, and
denote this number by j. We denote Bi = Bji and B = Bj .
Let Al be a maximum deletion set of (SG−B, [f ]l−1, [gG−B ]l−1) of size j, if such set exists. If such set does not
exist, we say that Al is undeﬁned. Deﬁne r = min(n,max{l : Al is deﬁned}). Note that for every l < r , a deletion set
of (SG−B, [f ]r−1, [gG−B ]r−1) is also a deletion set of (SG−B, [f ]l−1, [gG−B ]l−1), so Al is deﬁned.
Lemma 5.5. Cfv is a full set of G.
Proof. We need to show that for every set O ∈ C′ there is a set Al ∪ B such that G − O ′PG − (Al ∪ B). We will
show this using Lemmas 5.3 and 5.4: We will ﬁrst take the set O and replace its edges that are not incident with v by
the edges of B. Lemma 5.4 will give us that G − O ′PG − O ′, where O ′ is the new set. Then we will take O ′ and
replace the edges of O ′ that are incident with v by the edges of Al . Note that the set we obtain is Al ∪ B. We will get
from Lemma 5.3 that G − O ′ ′PG − (Al ∪ B).
LetO be some set fromC′. DenoteA=O∩SG, andOi=O∩E(Gvui ) for i=1, . . . , t . Note thatO=A∪O1∪· · ·∪Ot
and Oi ∈ Cui for all i. W.l.o.g. suppose that A = {(v, ut−j+1), . . . , (v, ut )}.
We consider two cases. In the ﬁrst case, suppose that h2(G − O)> 1. Denote l = h2(G − (A ∪ B)). We will show
that G − OPG − (Al ∪ B). Since |O| = |Al ∪ B|, it will follow that G − O ′PG − (Al ∪ B). To show that
G − OPG − (Al ∪ B), we will show that G − OPG − (A ∪ B) and G − (A ∪ B)PG − (Al ∪ B).
We ﬁrst show that G−OPG− (A ∪ B). By Lemma 3.4, it sufﬁces to show that h1(G− (A ∪ B)) ⊆ h(G−O)
and h2(G− (A∪B))h2(G−O). Consider some index i t − j . Recall that Cui ⊆ Cfui and Cfui = {A′l ∪B ′ : lr ′}
for some sets A′1, . . . , A′r ′ and B
′
. By the deﬁnition of h2, we have that h2(Gvui − Oi) t − j + 2. Therefore, the
set Bi appears before Oi in the order of Cui and h2(Gvui − Bi) t − j + 2. In other words, Bi = A′l ∪ B ′ and
Oi = A′l′ ∪ B ′ for some l < l′. By deﬁnition, every deletion set of (SGvui−B ′ , [f ]l′−1, [gGvui−B ′ ]l′−1)is a deletion set
of (SGvui−B ′ , [f ]l−1, [gGvui−B ′ ]l−1). In particular, A′l′ is a deletion set of (SGvui−B ′ , [f ]l−1, [gGvui−B ′ ]l−1). From the
maximality of A′l we have that A′l′A′l . By Lemma 5.3, h1(Gvu1 − Bi) ⊆ h(Gvui − Oi). Since the previous inequality
is true for all i, by Lemma 5.4, h1(G − (A ∪ B)) ⊆ h(G − O).
We now show that h2(G− (A∪B))h2(G−O). By Lemma 5.2, h2(G− (A∪B))= (SG−B −A, f, gG−B) and
h2(G − O) = (SG−O − A, f, gG−O). Clearly, for some index i t − j , a set L ∈ gG−B(ui) does not inﬂuence the
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value of (SG−O −A, f, gG−O) (sinceLSG−B −{ui}). Therefore, (SG−B −A, f, gG−B)=(SG−B −A, f, g′G−B),
where the mapping g′
Gˆ






}. Similarly, (SG−O −
A, f, gG−O) = (SG−O − A, f, g′G−O).
As h1(Grui − Bi) ⊆ h(Grui − Oi) and h2(Grui − Oi) t − j + 2 for every i t − j , we have that g′G−B(ui) ⊆
g′G−O(ui) for every i t − j . Furthermore, by Lemma 3.5 all the sets in each set Cui have the same number of edges
incident with ui . Thus, SG−B = SG−O . Therefore, (SG−B − A, f, g′G−B)(SG−O − A, f, g′G−O). It follows that
h2(G − (A ∪ B))h2(G − O). We conclude that G − OPG − (A ∪ B).
Finally, we show thatG−(A∪B)PG−(Al∪B).Again, wewill show that h1(G−(Al∪B)) ⊆ h(G−(A∪B)) and
h2(G−(Al ∪B))h2(G−(A∪B))= l. By Lemma 5.2, we have thatA is a deletion set of (SG−B, [f ]l−1, [gG−B ]l−1),
soAl is deﬁned. By the maximality ofAl we get thatAAl . Moreover, by Lemma 5.2, h2(G−(Al∪B)) l. Therefore,
G − (A ∪ B)PG − (Al ∪ B).
If h2(G−O)= 1 then h(G−O)=F − {G∅}. From Lemma 5.2, A1 ∪B ∈ Cfv is an optimal deletion set of G, and
we have that G − O ′PG − (A1 ∪ B). 
In order to build the set Cfv in polynomial time, we need to show how to compute the value of j. The following
lemma gives an efﬁcient way for computing this value.
Lemma 5.6. j = min{OPT(SG−Bk , f, gG−Bk ) : k = 0, . . . , t}.
Proof. Let O be some set from Cv . From Lemma 3.5, G − O is a maximum subforest of G with property P. By
deﬁnition, |O| = j + |Bj |. Fix some k t . From Lemma 5.2, if a set X is a deletion set of (SG−Bk , f, gG−Bk ), then
G − (X ∪ Bk) has property P, so |X| + |Bk| |O| = j + |Bj |. By Lemma 3.5, the sets B0, . . . , Bt have the same
size. Therefore, |X|j and since this is true for all k, we have that min{OPT(SG−Bk , f, gG−Bk ) : k = 0, . . . , t}j .
Moreover, by Lemma 5.2, OPT(SG−Bj , f, gG−Bj ) = j , and the lemma follows. 
From Lemmas 5.5 and 5.6, the following theorem follows.
Theorem 5.7. The problem 5-TEDP can be solved in polynomial time.
We note that we can give an implementation of the algorithm for 5-TEDP whose time complexity is O(pn3). Using
similar ideas, 4-TEDP can be solved in O(pn) time.
We now give the key idea of the algorithm for TEDP1. As the algorithm is similar to the algorithm for 5-TEDP, we
omit the details.
Deﬁne Pˆ ({l1, . . . , ld})=⊕1···1(Pˆl1 , . . . , Pˆld ), and letP({l1, . . . , ld})be theunrooted tree formed from Pˆ ({l1, . . . , ld}).
Every tree with at most one vertex with degree more than 2 has a representation of the form P({l1, . . . , ld}) for some
l1, . . . , ld . LetL be the set of all the representations of the trees in the obstruction set.
Deﬁne
h2(G) = min({i0 :H⊆∃G + Pˆi} ∪ {∞}),
where Pˆ0 = G∅.
Assume that Gv is a rooted tree satisfying H∃G − v and let u1, . . . , ut denote the children of v. Let SG be a
weighted set {(v, u1), . . . , (v, ut )}, where the weight of (v, ui) is the height of Gvui . We deﬁne mappings f and gG by
f (ui)=L and gG(ui)= {{h2(Gvui )− 1}}. We have that h2(G)= (SG, f, gG). From this fact, the following theorem
follows.
Theorem 5.8. The problem TEDP1 can be solved in polynomial time.
6. Hardness of the TEDP
In this section we prove several hardness results for the problem. We will show that several variants of TEDP are
NP-hard, and moreover, they are hard to approximate.
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Fig. 8. The reduction of case 1 for the input R1 = {1, 2}, R2 = {2, 3}.
Theorem 6.1. If P = NP, then there is a constant c such that there is no polynomial-time approximation algorithm
for TEDP with approximation factor less than c log k. This result holds even under each of the following restrictions
of TEDP:
1. G and each tree inH has diameter 6.
2. H consists of one tree with diameter 8.
Furthermore, if P = NP then there is a constant c′ such that there is no polynomial-time approximation algorithm
with approximation factor less than 1 + c′ for the following restrictions of TEDP:
3. Each tree inH has maximum degree of 3 and at most two vertices with degree 3.
4. H consists of one tree with maximum degree of 3.
Note that the ﬁrst restriction is a special case of 6-TEDP, and the third restriction is a special case of TEDP2.
Proof. All the reductions in this proof are from Hitting Set or a restriction of this problem. The input to the hitting set
problem is a collection of sets R1, . . . , Rm which are subsets of S = {1, . . . , n}. The goal is to ﬁnd a minimal subset
U ⊆ S such that U ∩ Ri = ∅ for i = 1, . . . , m. We can assume w.l.o.g. that each Ri has at least two elements. It was
shown in [13] that if P = NP then there is a constant c0 such that there is no approximation algorithm for Hitting Set
with approximation factor less than c0 log n.
We ﬁrst prove case 1. Given an input R1, . . . , Rm to the hitting set problem, we build rooted trees T1, . . . , Tn by
taking Ti = B2n−2i,i , where Bx,y is the rooted tree obtained by taking x copies of Pˆ1 and y copies of Pˆ2, adding a new
vertex and connecting it by edges to all the roots of the trees, and making the new vertex the new root (see Fig. 7).
Note that TiRTj for every i = j , and all the trees have height 2. For every set Ri , we build a tree Hi by taking a
vertex named vi , and a copy of the tree Tj for every j ∈ Ri , and adding edges between the roots of these trees and vi .
We deﬁneH= {H1, . . . , Hm}. We build the tree G by taking the trees T1, . . . , Tn, adding a vertex r, and adding edges
between r and the roots of T1, . . . , Tn. Denote by u1, . . . , un the roots of the trees T1, . . . , Tn in G, respectively. See
Fig. 8 for an example of this reduction. Clearly, G and the trees inH have diameter 6.











u1 u2 u3 w1 w2
w
Fig. 9. The reduction of case 2 for the input R1 = {1, 2}, R2 = {2, 3}. The heavy vertices are highlighted.
For each im, we denote by Gi the subtree induced from G by the vertex r and the vertices of Tj for all j ∈ Ri .
Clearly, Gi is isomorphic to Hi . Moreover, we claim that Gi is the only subgraph of G which is isomorphic to Hi .
To show this claim, suppose that G′ is a subtree of G which is isomorphic to Hi . We now argue which vertices in G
can match vi under the isomorphism. Since the trees T1, . . . , Tn have height 2, it follows that in Hi the vertex vi is the
center of a path of length 6. Furthermore, r is the only vertex in G with this property. Therefore, G′ must contain r, and
the isomorphism between Hi and G′ matches vi to r. Each neighbor v of vi is a root of a copy of some tree Tj , and is
matched by the isomorphism to the root of some Tj ′ . Since TjRTj ′ for j = j ′, it follows that j = j ′, and therefore
G′ = Gi . This completes the proof of the claim.
Thus, for a set A of edges of G that are incident on r, we have that HiG−A iff A contains an edge (r, uj ) for some
j ∈ Ri . Therefore, given a hitting set U of T1, . . . , Tm of size k, the set {(r, ui) : i ∈ U} is a deletion set of (G,H).
Conversely, let A be a deletion set of (G,H) of size k, and suppose that A contains an edge e = (u, v) which is not
incident on r. Let w be vertex after r on the path from r to u in G. Then, A ∪ {(r, w)} − {e} is also a deletion set of
(G,H). By repeating this argument, we obtain a deletion set A′ of (G,H) such that all the edges in A′ are incident
on r and |A′| |A|. Then, {i : (r, ui) ∈ A′} is a hitting set of T1, . . . , Tm of size k. The correctness of the reduction
follows.
We now deal with case 2. Given subsets R1, . . . , Rm, we build tree T1, . . . , Tn where Ti = B2n−2i+m+1,i . Then, we
build treesH1, . . . , Hm using T1, . . . , Tn as in case 1.We build a treeH by taking a vertex w, and the treesH1, . . . , Hm,
and adding an edge between w and vi for every im. Let H = {H }. For every im, deﬁne Hi = Hviw , i.e., Hi
is the rooted tree formed by taking H, removing the vertices of Hi , and choosing w as the root. The tree G is built
by taking a vertex named r, the trees T1, . . . , Tn, and the trees H 1, . . . , Hm and adding edges between r and the
roots of T1, . . . , Tn,H 1, . . . , Hm. Denote by u1, . . . un the roots of T1, . . . , Tn in G and by w1, . . . , wm the roots of
H 1, . . . , Hm. See Fig. 9 for an example. Note that H has diameter 8 and G has diameter 10.
For each im, we denote by Gi the subtree induced from G by the vertex r, the vertices of Hi , and the vertices of
Tj for all j ∈ Ri . Each subtree Gi is isomorphic to H. We claim that no other subtree of G is isomorphic to H. The
correctness of the reduction follows from this claim in the same fashion as in the proof of case 1. We now prove the
claim: letG′ be a subtree of G which is isomorphic to H. We say that a vertex is heavy if its degree is at leastm+n+1.
Clearly, the isomorphism between H and G′ must map a heavy vertex in H to a heavy vertex in G′. In H, the heavy
vertices are those with distance 2 from w, or in other words, the roots of all the copies of T1, . . . , Tn in H. In G, the
heavy vertices are u1, . . . , un and descendents of wi with distance 2 from wi for i = 1, . . . , m, or in other words, the
roots of all the copies of T1, . . . , Tn in G. We now argue which vertices in G can match w under the isomorphism. w is
the center of a path of length 4 whose end vertices are heavy. The only vertices in G with this property are u1, . . . , um.
Therefore, the isomorphism betweenH andG′ mapsw to some vertexwi . Furthermore, the heavy vertices with distance
2 from wi are u1, . . . , un and the descendents of wi with distance 2 from wi . It follows that G′ = Gi .
For case 3, we give a reduction from a restriction of the hitting set problem in which the sets R1, . . . , Rm have size
exactly 2. This problem is equivalent to Vertex Cover, and therefore, if P = NP it cannot be approximated within a
factor of 1.166 [9]. Given sets R1, . . . , Rm and a positive integer k, we build trees T1, . . . , Tn as follows: the tree Ti is
built by taking a copy of the tree Pˆn+1 (the rooted path on n+ 1 vertices) and adding a new vertex which is connected
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Fig. 10. The constructions of the rooted trees T1, . . . , Tn in case 3 for n = 4.
a b
Fig. 11. The tree J.
to the vertex at distance i − 1 from the root. See Fig. 10 for an example. We then generateH= {H1, . . . , Hm} and G
from T1, . . . , Tn like in the reduction of case 1. Clearly, as each Ti has one vertex of degree 3 and the rest of its vertices
have degree at most 2, the restrictions are satisﬁed. The proof of the correctness of the reduction is similar to the proof
in case 1, and thus is omitted.
We also provide a reduction fromVertex Cover in case 4.We begin by building trees T1, . . . , Tn as in the construction
of case 3. For each in we build a tree T ′i by taking Ti and a copy for the tree J which is given in Fig. 11, adding an
edge between the root of Ti and a, and making b the new root. We build the trees H1, . . . , Hm from T ′1, . . . , T ′n like in
case 1. Then, we take a path of length 2m − 1 whose vertices are w1, . . . , w2m−1. We add an edge w2i−1vi for every
im. The result is the tree H, andH = {H }. For im, deﬁne Hi = Hviw2i−1 . We build the tree G from T ′1, . . . , T ′n
and H 1, . . . , Hm like in case 2. Note that all the subgraphs of H and G that are isomorphic to J are due to copies of
T ′1, . . . T ′n in H and G. Hence the copies of J play the same role of restricting the isomorphism as the heavy vertices in
case 2. The correctness of the reduction follows from this fact, as in case 2. 
7. Concluding remarks and open problems
We have shown sharp boundaries on the tractability of TEDP: 5-TEDP and TEDP1 can be solved in polynomial
time, while 6-TEDP and TEDP2 are NP-hard.
As described in Section 3, our algorithms are based on quasiorders. Previous papers use the following equivalence
relations: for a property P, the equivalence relation ∼P is deﬁned by
G∼PG′ ⇐⇒ P(G + J ) = P(G′ + J ) for every rooted tree J .
Let P be the property of not containing a tree fromH as an induced subforest, whereH consists of trees with diameter
at most 5.As discussed in Section 5, we can show that | ′P |2|H|+1. On the other hand, the number of equivalence
classes of ∼P can be (22|H|) (we omit the details). It would be interesting to ﬁnd other graph problems for which
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our technique yields faster algorithms. In other words, are there other graph properties (on bounded treewidth graphs,
or on some restricted family of graphs) for which there is a large gap between | | for some (P,)-order  , and the
number of equivalence classes in ∼P ?
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